Distance training course of the VET Center of Excellence in Zaporizhzhia region

Using Digital Tools in the Work of a Teacher/Administrator of the Educational Institution
Distance learning is the pressing need

- Equal opportunities regardless
- Material status
- Place of residence
- Health condition
- Age

Choice of convenient time place Intensity of learning
Advantages of distance learning

- Flexibility (with account for prior training and capacity of course participants)
- Relevance (implementing innovative teaching and methodological methods)
- Convenience (getting education with no need to discontinue work)
- Module-based structure (dividing material into separate topics)
- Economic efficiency (the method is cheaper than conventional methods)
- Interactive nature (active communication between the participant and the tutor)
- Possibility to simultaneously use large volumes of learning information
- No geographical borders for receiving the training
**KEY GOAL**
raising digital competence of teaching staff/administration of educational establishments

**MODULE I** Using Google digital tools to organize the work of a teacher / administration of the school

**MODULE II** Creating a personal portfolio website for a teacher / administrator of the school

**MODULE III** Using digital tools of formative evaluation of the learners learning outcomes

**MODULE IV** Using digital tools to develop training materials and data visualization
Support of a distance course

Website “Distance learning at Zaporizhzhia region VET center of Excellence”
https://sites.google.com/view/nmc-pto-zp-do/

Facebook group for VET Center of Excellence in Zaporizhzhia region. Distance learning”
https://www.facebook.com/groups/61047722711377/?ref=bookmarks
Data on the distance training course

Час навчання
у будь-який час

Доступ до курсу
цілодобово

Місце навчання
Google Classroom

Вартість
безкоштовно

Отримання сертифікату за умови виконання 75 % завдань курсу
Geography of the distance course

- Zaporizhzhia region
- Dnipropetrovsk region
- Vinnytsia region
- Poltava region
- Rivne region
- Luhansk region

176 participants
Shortcomings of distance learning

- No personal communication between the tutor and course participant
- Low level of computer availability of society and school system
- Outdated hardware in VET schools
- Low level of skills of Internet literacy and computer literacy
- Teachers are not ready to implement distance learning
Effectiveness of distance learning

- Practical skills of using digital tools formed
- Participants can implement the acquired knowledge and practical skills into life, and train them in practice
- Practical skills are formed in creating a personal profile website
- Practical skills developed in using Internet services
Prospects for distance learning

- Increased number of distance courses
- Engaging experts in order to develop and run updated distance courses
- Update of technical means for organization and conduct of courses
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